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More security for the elderly  
people with Kaba TouchGo

PITEÅ – More security for residents and a better control and work situation for 
the staff. An investment in Kaba TouchGo at local nursing homes in Piteå mu-
nicipality has proven to be a success. „I feel extremely positive“, says Elisabeth 
Lundqvist, resident manager at Munkberga nursing home.

Locked doors at the dementia units in 
Piteå municipality have been the sub-
ject of criticism from Socialstyrelsen, 
Sweden‘s National Board of Health 
and Welfare. To overcome the prob-
lem, Piteå municipality originally 
tested a different locking system 
at various nursing homes, including 
Munkberga nursing home, which spe-
cializes in dementia care. However, 
that system did not work particularly 
well, so they tested another system – 

Kaba TouchGo.

Electronic lock
The electronic lock senses whether the 
elderly residents have a transponder 
(a type of tag) around their neck, in 
their pocket or on their walking frame. 
All the person with the transponder 
needs to do is to touch the door han-
dle and the door unlocks. The system 
is based on a portable transmitter, 
which uses the static electricity gener-



01 The residents of 
Munkberga cannot find 
their own rooms without 
trying all the doors. The 
new Kaba TouchGo ensu-
res that only the door to 
their own room will open. 

02 “It works really well”,-
says Elisabeth Lundqvist, 
the resident manager at 
Munkberga nursing home, 
referring to Kaba TouchGo 
that were installed about 
two years ago. 
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ated by the human body to transmit a signal 
to a receiver in the door handle.

Solving the feeling of insecurity
The staff at Munkberga‘s four different units 
also have their own transponders, which can 
access all the doors at the unit.

“I feel extremely positive; it has worked much 
better than expected”, says Elisabeth Lund-
qvist, the resident manager at Munkberga. 
She feels that the atmosphere at the nursing 
home has become calmer and safer, for both 
residents and staff. With Kaba TouchGo, it is 
possible to open the resident‘s doors from in-
side, which means that they don‘t feel locked in.

“The residents here often walk around trying 
all the doors, but can’t find their own room. 
It‘s now impossible for them to enter the 
wrong flat”, says Elisabeth Lundqvist.

That‘s exactly the type of  
incident we are seeing less  
of now though.

It‘s important for the resi-
dents to be left in peace.

Agnetha Eriksson,  
Chair of the boards

“ Residents walking into the wrong rooms  
and poking around, used to be a big problem.” 
 
Agnetha Eriksson, Chair of the board
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Residents walking into the wrong rooms and 
poking around, used to be a big problem at 
all of the municipality‘s care and residential 
homes, creating a feeling of insecurity and 
causing conflict, especially during the night.

In 2012, there were 285 incidents of this type 
reported at the homes, while the equivalent 
figure for 2013 was a mere 29. In other words, 
the system has had an impact. „It‘s great. It‘s  
important for the residents to be left in 
peace. Often, there were discussion about 
the fact that the elderly residents could not 
have their doors locked, this also meant that 
someone else could enter. That‘s exactly 
the type of incident we now see less“, says 
Agnetha Eriksson, Chair of the Board.

The total cost of installing the Kaba TouchGo 
in all of the residents flats was around SEK 4 
million.
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“ I feel extremely positive;  
it has worked much better  
than expected”, 
 
Elisabeth Lundqvist, 
resident manager at Munkberga


